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I

Introduction

The concepts of inclusion and exclusion began to gain popularity in public policy analysis and practice in the 1990s, especially in Europe and in the work of international organizations. Programmes run by the International Labour Organization (ILO), the United Nations, commissions of the European Union and intersectoral bodies such as the Social Exclusion Unit of the Government of Tony Blair in the United Kingdom, built their social agendas around such concepts (MacPherson, 1997; Porter, 2000; Davies, 2005). Even before then, however, they had been used in French social policy (Lenoir, 1974) to refer to social groups warranting attention from government policy. The now widespread use of the inclusion/exclusion distinction in policy design reflects the fact that it introduces a readily understandable and broadly applicable strategic and political criterion: people fall within or outside specific social criteria, above or below certain limits which express difference.

Useful though this binary formula may be for policymaking, insofar as it provides concrete guidelines for deciding on measures and visualizing outcomes, from a sociological standpoint, drawing a sharp distinction between inclusion and exclusion is more of an artifice constructed for instrumental purposes than an actual observation of social circumstances. In its static form, the distinction transforms processes (for example, participation versus marginalization) into states (inclusion versus exclusion), attaches social categorizations to individuals (excluded versus included), and, by demarcating boundaries, impedes the conception of paradoxical constellations in which different modalities of inclusion and exclusion are mingled (Goodin, 1996; Davies, 2005; Sánchez, 2012).

This article reviews the inclusion/exclusion distinction, aiming to overcome its limitations, reveal the paradoxes it masks and identify, conceptually, various forms of inclusion/exclusion that may refer to concrete situations. The hypothesis underlying this exercise is that social practices of different natures exist in modern societies, and these inevitably produce paradoxes that are hidden when the inclusion/exclusion distinction is applied in its static form. In order to address these paradoxes, it is first necessary to identify the conditions of inclusion within exclusion, and the conditions of exclusion within inclusion. This exercise should yield diverse constellations of inclusion/exclusion that take us beyond a static understanding of the distinction, which tends to entrench the very inclusion and exclusion conditions that we are trying to overcome.

To support this hypothesis, this Introduction is followed, in section II, with a reconstruction of the inclusion/exclusion distinction in sociological tradition (Simmel, Durkheim, Parsons), with an emphasis on the paradoxes that it reveals and hides. Section III continues with a systemic elaboration of the distinction (Luhmann, Stichweh), before discussing the proposal of the French school (Fitoussi, Rosanvallon) to show the limitations of the static version of the distinction inclusion/exclusion for addressing the emergence of new inequalities (section IV). On this basis, section V proposes an original classification of different constellations of inclusion/exclusion and illustrates them with specific examples. Section VI offers a summary of the main findings together with their conceptual and public policy implications.
In the history of sociological thought, the distinction inclusion/exclusion has been associated mostly with the functionalist tradition from Durkheim to Luhmann (Rawal, 2008; Braeckman, 2006; Allman, 2012). Nonetheless, it was Georg Simmel who originally noted the paradoxical nature of the inclusion/exclusion relationship. His essays on the stranger and on secrecy illustrate this point. The stranger is neither in nor out, or may be both at the same time. The stranger belongs to the social group, but comes from beyond; he develops charm and significance, but is not the “owner of soil,” either in a physical sense or in terms of social reference (Simmel, 1950a, p. 403).

This ambiguity moves the group towards openness with the stranger, from confidence to confession, but at the same time the stranger maintains his freedom in practical terms. In other words, the stranger is not included or excluded; or is just as included as excluded.

Secrecy works in a more radical way: included are those who know; the rest are excluded. This binary use of distinction hides paradoxes, however. Secrecy involves a strong sense (expectation) of difference among persons, based on the possession of knowledge as inner property of the group (Simmel, 1950b). Inclusion in the secret develops the group’s identity and its boundaries. Yet there are inclusive groups (nations, creeds) for which the secret consists in “including everybody who is not explicitly excluded” (Simmel, 1950b, p. 369). In this case, Simmel gives the distinction a binary application: “The principle of including that which is not explicitly excluded is opposed by the principle of excluding that which is not explicitly included” (Simmel, 1992, p. 447). This masks the real paradoxes. In political matters, for example, inclusion by the State initially excludes members of other States (until they become “nationalized” or acquire some sort of formal citizenship): it excludes them in inclusion. And in religious matters, inclusion through tolerance means acceptance of the other who is nevertheless excluded as an equal. Inclusion and exclusion appear rather as interpenetrated forms.

In Durkheim’s work, the conceptualization of inclusion/exclusion must be reconstructed from the author’s analysis of solidarity and anomy. Modern society implies an order of simultaneous inclusions and exclusions: inclusion as organic solidarity, exclusion as spheres outside the division of labour (Durkheim, 2001). This raises new issues of integration, which are reflected in types of suicide (Durkheim, 2002). Paradoxically, the egotistic and anomic suicide (lack of integration) encourages the suicidal to follow a social pattern of suicide by which he or she expresses denial of society (a lonely place, a means, a stage, a note). Also paradoxically, the suicidal must recognize him or herself as a member of society in order to reject the social, otherwise he would be a “death person,” not a “suicidal.” The suicide is thus included in his (last) exclusion. What Durkheim calls altruistic suicide (high integration) is a refusal of society in the name of society. Semantically, society elaborates such acts of self-sacrifice in terms of the martyr, the hero, the saint (Luhmann, 1993), affirming the act as desirable: exclusion is sustained (and viewed positively) as an act of inclusion.

Parsons goes further than Simmel and Durkheim by giving the inclusion/exclusion distinction explicit sociological meaning: “The process by which previously excluded groups attain full citizenship or membership in the societal community will, in this paper, be called inclusion” (Parsons, 1965, p. 1.015). In a more technical manner, Parsons details this definition as follows: “In view of the pluralistic structure of modern societies, it is quite possible for persons or other units which are in some respects ‘outsiders’ to be included with ‘locals’ in other respects […] inclusion is specifically because of the pluralistic structure of modern societies, not an either-or matter, but one of many partial components of membership and of ‘acceptance’” (Parsons, 2007, pp. 73 and 74).

Parsons attributes to inclusion the good, the expectable, the normal; while exclusion is the negative side. His empirical point of reference for this elaboration is what he called the “Negro situation in America” (Parsons, 1965). In that context, the concept of inclusion is predominantly used as a synonym for full citizenship.
Parsons (1965, p. 1026) understands this as a matter of “acceptance”, that is, “the capacity and opportunity for full participation without informal discrimination.” Exclusion defeats this goal. However, paradoxically, exclusion is seldom full exclusion: insofar as full citizenship is an ideal, real citizenship implies exclusions when compared with the ideal. For this reason, Parsons speaks of multiple partial components of membership and acceptance, because ultimately inclusion is a cumulative and incremental outcome, which means that there are always exclusions to be overcome (Mascareño, 2012a).

The binary interpretation of the inclusion/exclusion distinction is thus rendered inadequate by the very reflection it invites. There can never be a single state of full inclusion or exclusion, only situations in which the two coexist.

III

Inclusion and exclusion in systemic sociology:
Niklas Luhmann and Rudolf Stichweh

Contemporary systemic sociology takes a step forward in identifying complex situations of inclusion/exclusion, although it is still inclined to view the distinction in a binary manner, which again leads to the sublimation of certain paradoxes.

Luhmann’s analysis of inclusion/exclusion is precise and innovative: “Inclusion (and by analogy, exclusion) refers only to the way that humans are indicated, i.e. made relevant in communication” (Luhmann, 2005, p. 229). The author clarifies that “the societal system provides for persons and assigns them to positions in the framework of which they can act in keeping with expectations” (Luhmann, 2007a, p. 492). In Luhmann’s radical definition of the social in terms of communication, individuals as such are excluded from the social. They can participate in society only when they are engaged in communication. This is what Luhmann means by “indicating” and “made relevant”: social communication includes them as “people”. This can take different forms, depending on the communication system in question—people vote, buy, sell, are subjects of law, and fall in love, for example. In all these cases there is inclusion. Inclusion is not a single thing, then; it is not a scheme of (up/down) class observation and is not only about welfare: subalterns are also included with reference to the possibility of subverting the order, and to that extent are observed and controlled. Debtors are also afforded an important place in economic communication, especially if they fall into arrears; and law-breakers may be excluded from multiple communications, but must be included at least in the penitentiary system.

What emerges from this system-related inclusion/exclusion concept is the affirmation that neither inclusion nor exclusion of individuals is ever absolute: no one is fully included or fully excluded. True, one can always be included as a potential audience in a system in which one does not participate formally or professionally: museums, concerts, the arts in general, expect a larger audience at the weekends, but this participation is qualitatively different from that of the curator, the musician or the artist, and if both things are called “inclusion,” then the concept is too imprecise to capture the difference in real social operations. The audience cannot “touch”: it is included in the art’s exclusion of inclusion, and this is very different from being included or excluded as such.

Instead of opening the distinction to encompass these paradoxes, Luhmann (2005 and 2007a) emphasizes the radicalism of the distinction and speaks of the sphere of inclusion and the sphere of exclusion. The first has low integration, insofar as inclusion in one particular sphere does not imply inclusion in others; the second has high integration, because exclusion from one sphere can imply a chain of exclusions. This affirmation is logical when it is assumed that the principle of functional differentiation is almost fully predominant: having money does not necessarily imply having political power or more rights (low integration of inclusion); but lacking a job implies difficulties in gaining inclusion in education, health care, clothing and so on (high integration of exclusion). The problem is that this undervalues the potential that the social principles of stratification and segmentation retain to alter functional inclusions/exclusions.

Much of what is termed “factic power” is attributable to integrations of inclusion as a result of the persistence of stratification (money can buy votes and legal decisions);
and the lack of formal work can be replaced by informal work (so that exclusion becomes decoupled from taxation and labour law) or by participation in informal networks that afford indirect access to functional outputs through segmentary groups (Mascareño, 2014). Referring to these spheres as “inclusion” and “exclusion” is to set up a binary distinction that is inconsistent with reality. This scheme is taken to an extreme when inclusion and exclusion are attributed to geographical areas: the “formal” sphere where the rule of law prevails and the favela (Luhmann, 2005, pp. 244 and 245).

The paradox is that Luhmann may observe these problems at both an empirical and a theoretical level, stating that the inclusion/exclusion difference never occurs empirically clearly enough for everyone to be unequivocally assigned to one side or the other (Luhmann, 2005, p. 246). The question, then, is why maintain the binary distinction at all as a scheme of observation. Why not, rather, deconstruct it in the terms required by the variety of forms of inclusion/exclusion present in modern society?¹

Rudolf Stichweh (2005, pp. 20-41) attempts to do this by identifying various forms of inclusion by functional systems: inclusion through professional/client relations (health, education, law), voice/exit-options in politics, economy, the arts and the media, inclusion in the role of both producer of performances and public (intimate relationships), and indirect inclusion (for example, in science through training in the education system). All these call for determining the types of inclusion of publics. In most systems, the producers of functional outputs are also part of the system’s public: legislators also vote and are subject to the law, salespersons also buy. In law, in particular, there is another sort of inclusion of publics: the cooption of the accused, i.e. those who are obliged (expressly against their will) to participate in judicial communication. And in other spheres, publics are brought into secondary roles (voluntary services, science and amateur music, mass sports), i.e. they participate in a restricted manner (local and non-specialized) in the system communication.

As is plain to see, none of these forms of inclusion involve any aspiration to fullness. Even inclusion as an exit option (i.e. the option of withdrawing from systemic participation) in politics, the arts and the media shows that inclusion can paradoxically occur as self-exclusion, i.e. when someone —having the opportunity to do otherwise— declines to vote, buy or sell, or be a spectator of an art or the public of the media. Indirect inclusion, meanwhile implies exclusion from the system itself only to be included in it through another —as in the inclusion of the sub-included in functional outputs through informal networks—. In the case of inclusion of publics, inclusion though cooption certainly involves exclusion from other options. And inclusion in secondary roles supposes exclusions from central operations of the system. These are forms of exclusion within systems, in other words inclusion in exclusion. People are thus neither included nor excluded, nor are they in an intermediate position; rather, in the concrete situation in which they operate, they are both included and excluded at the same time.

More recently, Stichweh (Stichweh and Windolf, 2009, pp. 38-40) reformulated this problem, addressing paradoxical situations of inclusion/exclusion using the distinction between including exclusion and excluding inclusion. The distinction thus re-enters itself and makes paradoxes easier to visualize: youth welfare institutions are an including exclusion insofar as they limit degrees of freedom with a view to “social resettlement” thereafter, while youth gangs function as excluding inclusion because the group is constructed through opposition to the expectations structure of the wider society. The same difference could be applied to organized protest groups (indigenous persons, environmentalists, students) that generate powerful communications of social exclusion to draw attention to their demands for inclusion (including exclusion), and terrorist groups that attract members by reinforcing the irrevocability and irreversibility of their operations of exclusion (excluding inclusion).

Systemic sociology thus takes a decisive step towards “visibilizing” the paradoxes in situations of inclusion/exclusion, and refines their conceptualization. However, the observation could be still more comprehensive.

¹ This was correctly anticipated by Robles (2005), although his proposal over-emphasizes individuation as a reference problem, and thus loses other sociological sources that place tension on inclusion and exclusion relations.
IV

Inclusion and exclusion in the French school:

Pierre Rosanvallon, Jean Paul Fitoussi

The inclusion/exclusion distinction has been widely applied in France. The popularity of the terms is apparent in the symbiosis between its uses in public discourse and in theory. In the first, the key figure is René Lenoir (1974), for whom the excluded consisted of those with any type of disability or mental illness, drug addicts, and even the elderly and single-parent families. Viewed thus, Lenoir’s proposal led to problems typical of binary application of the inclusion/exclusion distinction: dualization of society into the included and the excluded, transformation of processes into states, attribution of (discriminatory) categorizations to individuals, and concealment of the paradoxes of real-life constellations. The distinction helped to show the existence of a problem, but the schematic application prevented adequate description.

When Fitoussi and Rosanvallon (2010, p. 27) stated that “social dynamics cannot be reduced to those who are ‘in’ and those who are ‘out’” and added that “exclusion is the result of a process, not a given social state,” they were distancing themselves from a binary application of the distinction, making it necessary to determine to which social situations the distinction inclusion/exclusion now refers. The key to understanding this lies not in erasure of the classic modalities of stratification and prioritization (as Luhmann emphasized), but in strong individuation of their forms, which impedes reconstruction of a collective experience of social change. Whereas status used to allow recognition of inclusion in a group, class or community, today these references have become unstable, so the description of collective identities must be complemented by “individual trajectories and their variations over time” (Fitoussi and Rosanvallon, 2010, p. 31).

For Fitoussi and Rosanvallon, this affected the way in which individuals experience their relationships with others: (i) one who was previously an “equal” (same profession, same line of work, same area of residence), is now different: “An executive who has been unemployed for some time, for example, does not experience his situation solely in terms of reduced income: first of all he feels excluded from the world of executives” (Fitoussi and Rosanvallon, 2010, p. 74), and (ii) one who was previously different, is now an “unequal equal”: “Over time, the Income differences between a small businessman who goes bankrupt, an unemployed executive and a wage earner with an unsteady job are likely to disappear, but they will still not form a homogenous category” (Fitoussi and Rosanvallon, 2010, p. 76). These authors call this new inequalities or dynamic inequalities (originating in technical, legal or economic developments) which are intertwined with the persistence of structural inequalities (of income, assets and education).

These authors’ theoretical strategy is to approach inclusion/exclusion in terms of equality/inequality, and so in the observation of specific situations equalities and inequalities can appear in both inclusion and exclusion. A first result of this strategy is to multiply the descriptive possibilities and visibilize real paradoxes: the included may be unequally included. This makes it possible to observe different degrees of exclusion in inclusion, as occurs in an education system whose quality is highly dependent on families’ financial capacities (Repetto, 2011). Or, equally, the excluded may be the object of egalitarian inclusion through institutionally accepted inequalities that exclude others, as in the case of quotas for women’s political participation (Ríos, 2008).

A further result of this strategy is that the equality/inequality distinction introduces a normative standard into the inclusions/exclusions analysis: equality is favoured over inequality as a universal principle. This demands legitimization when inequality is inherent to the situation: inequality of professions (different professions), for example, is legitimate, but gender inequality (discrimination) is not, and since it is not, justified inequalities must be introduced in order to equalize (quotas in politics, flexibilities in employment, protection in the family). When this does not occur, inclusion in a particular category becomes exclusionary, because it differentiates (ranks) people who were previously equals without justification, treats equals as unequals, results in wage differences between men and women for the same work, and gives rise to different treatment by public services for people with different ethnic identities: “The action of dynamic inequalities generates differences in the immediate environment, and
consequently, social non-belonging. What is occurring here is a rupture of perceived equality that is even more intolerable because it appears to be baseless” (Fitoussi and Rosanvallon, 2010, p. 103).

Underlying this perspective is the paradigm of solidarity present in French sociology since Durkheim. In this context, exclusion is a weakening of the bonds that keep society together, and inclusion denotes intentional efforts (especially by the State) to maintain that unity. According to Rosanvallon (2000), the combination of this perspective with the new inequalities is the new social question: “Two major problems appear in the wake of the crisis: the disintegration of the traditional principles of social solidarity, and the inadequacy of ‘social rights’ as a framework in which to resolve problems of social exclusion and fully legitimate assistance programmes” (Rosanvallon, 2000, p. 4).

The problem is this case is a passive welfare State resulting from the decoupling of welfare and labour. In the mid-twentieth century economy, workers could have a position in the labour structure in small niches of productivity. Their disadvantaged position was compensated for by the State. When the labour situation changed, with the market opening and competition of the late twentieth century, workers lost their employment niches and were left reliant on State assistance: “They have become paid unemployed,” and welfare policies became “a system of subsidized exclusion” (Rosanvallon, 2000, pp. 61-63). This is what could be termed compensatory inclusion, which legitimizes different forms of exclusion.

To capture the novelty of this situation, the old paradigm of exclusion as a stable category must be abandoned, to address the “turning points, setbacks and failures that [individuals] have experienced, the divergences and differences that set them apart” (Rosanvallon, 2000, p. 98). The discussion must therefore address processes of exclusion, rather than states. Here, it becomes very important to understand exclusion in a context of global risk and act accordingly (Fitoussi and Stiglitz, 2009).

As may be appreciated, the French school strives to reveal the paradoxes in specific contemporary situations of inclusion/exclusion and to supply a dynamic conceptual framework for observing them.

Below, this framework is systematized through conceptual distinction of various constellations of inclusion/exclusion, bringing paradoxes into the light and helping to analyse them in more detail.

V

Constellations of inclusion and exclusion in modern society

Whatever the forms and combinations of inclusion and exclusion considered, the theories examined suggest that two considerations are always relevant: (i) the first refers to the individuation of processes of inclusion/exclusion and explores people’s ability to chose among the options they consider best in relation to their view of their life; (ii) the second has to do with the general social contexts in which processes of inclusion/exclusion take place, and the main issue is the extent to which different levels of social organization are capable of offering alternatives that are adequate in number and diversity, such that institutions can cover the range of options (in depth and breadth). Figure 1 offers a representation of these two macrovariables and the different constellations of inclusion/exclusion proposed.
• **Self-inclusion/self-exclusion.** A situation little considered in inclusion/exclusion theories is one in which individuals autonomously chose to participate or not in a particular social output. The clearest example of this is participation in religion. Those who consider themselves non-believers—36% worldwide, including the non-religious and atheists (WIN-Gallup International, 2012)—allow themselves self-exclusion from religious practice which, nevertheless, remains available for future inclusions. Viewed from the standpoint of religion, self-exclusion does not prevent (i) this individual being considered as included (as a brother, neighbour, child of God, or as an infidel, i.e. a form of inclusion through cooption in which the included party does not consent to the inclusion), or, furthermore, (ii) the operations of the system being geared towards his effective inclusion (through evangelization, compassion or the death of infidels |although the latter would be an extreme form of excluding inclusion, as in the case of the grouping known as Islamic State). Accordingly, the possibility of reverting self-exclusion through self-inclusion is always available: people can believe again or believe for the first time.

For situations of self-inclusion/self-exclusion to be possible, people must have the individual capacities to identify and obtain the means to their ends (in classic terms: education and average income), and this must converge with different social contexts that must provide an environment of diversity and choice, so that if one option is not available, another equivalent will be, without implying substantial changes in individual’s life plans. In such a convergence of individual and social conditions, if someone leaves a job (self-exclusion) or even loses it, that person has access to a range of other possibilities in the form of eligible equivalent jobs (self-inclusion). Similarly, if a chosen place of study (self-inclusion) does not meet expectations, not only does the individual have the means (monetary and cognitive) to chose another, but society also provides the equivalent spaces.

In situations of lack of employment such as those described by Rosanvallon (“paid unemployed,” “subsidized exclusion”), and amid persistent structural inequalities, this possibility of self-exclusion/self-inclusion is limited to the upper strata of society. Only at this level can individuals expect to be communicationally relevant for social systems and to see this expectation realized by means of bank provision of saving and loan services, private health insurance, university scholarships or even a new and better job. This presupposes a

---

**Source:** Prepared by the authors.
high capacity for personal selection and decision and institutions capable of offering a range of alternatives. Self-inclusion/self-exclusion links people with the material and cognitive means to move within a varied institutional environment. Be this as it may, it does not mean a permanent state of inclusion. Ranges of individual selectivity can be rapidly and drastically reduced when a senior executive loses his job and the context of social crisis offers no alternatives at the same level. This triggers the high integration of exclusion described by Luhmann (2005). In a monetized social context, for example, long-lasting unemployment can mean mortgage foreclosure, moving children to a different school, changing health insurance and the destructuring of the identity references of those affected, which reintroduces the problem of new inequalities signalled by Fitoussi and Rosanvallon (2010).

• Inclusion by risk and exclusion by danger. Whereas self-inclusion/self-exclusion emphasizes the mobility of individual options in relation to social contingency, in the case of inclusion by risk/exclusion by danger the emphasis is on organizational decisions. The need to take a decision leads to a situation of growing complexity in which one of the alternatives must be chosen. But the unintended effects of organizational decisions are always amplified to levels that are hard to determine: extending high-risk (subprime) mortgages to local clients can unleash a global financial crisis; innovations in technological systems can be used to invade privacy; savings decisions in industrial facilities can cause environmental catastrophes; deficient fiscal policies can trigger long-term unemployment, drastically limit people’s plans or force mass migrations.

These events can leave a large number of people in highly ambiguous situations: they are excluded from organizational making of certain decisions that may affect them, but they are included in these decisions insofar as they may be affected by their consequences. This problem increases with the transnationalization of organizations, because the makers of decisions that may have local effects can be outside the jurisdiction of the authorities in the territory where their decisions cause dangers. At the same time, technical decisions (whether to raise or lower interest rates, implement technological innovations, save on safety matters) have extensive normative consequences in terms of unsought changes in people’s life plans, or in terms of the associated political costs. Organizations can take the risk of making a decision, because it is assumed that it is the best decision from a strategic, technical or even political point of view, given the information available. They can even prepare for possible failures by means of policies to mitigate consequences (compensatory inclusion in the form of corporate social responsibility). But the person outside the decision-making process who is not consulted or in some way considered in a decision that will inevitably affect him, is beyond all possibility of avoidance or safeguarding from the consequences of the decision. This is no longer risk, because there is no selectivity option vis-à-vis the consequences; here the individual is subject to the potential danger of a risky decision taken by another (Luhmann, 2006).

In these terms, since risk is selection of one option among several by making a decision, social organizations and institutions design their policies from the point of view of inclusion in the risk of deciding. They may have mechanisms for consultation with those potentially affected (such as community plebiscites or user surveys) or procedures for including them in the actual decision-making (roundtables, participatory budgeting, community councils) (Mascareño, 2010). These mechanisms never reach all those potentially affected, however (Karlsson, 2012). There is always a group excluded from the decision, in other words, included in the danger of others’ decisions. This is a serious democratic problem, because exclusion by danger limits concretization of people’s right to consent on matters that may affect them, and this increases the new inequalities (Fitoussi and Rosanvallon, 2010). Affected persons are included in the consequences, but excluded from the decisions, for example, in the event of a unilateral change in the contractual conditions of commercial matters (in banking, retail and major department stores) (Ossandón, 2012), in the radical change of a public transport system, as occurred with the Transantiago system in Chile (Briones, 2009), or in the use of indigenous territories for forestry or industry without prior consultation as set forth in the provisions of the Indigenous and Tribal Peoples Convention, 1989.
Those affected participate under a form of inclusion as cooption. In the sense of Stichweh (2005), they are included as a public, but without the voice/exit-options that would enable them to deliberate on issues that could affect them, or withdraw from the impacts that may occur. They are left in a kind of excluding inclusion: tied to the outcomes of a process which they have not explicitly sought or accepted.

- **Compensatory inclusion.** Compensatory inclusion is probably the most traditional form of inclusion and the most associated with the re-establishment of equality vis-à-vis unjustifiable (therefore illegitimate) contingent differences. Broadly defined, compensatory inclusion is carried out by social institutions (usually, but not always, public institutions), through public policies, subsidies, legislation or ad hoc actions, to balance situations which are assumed to be temporary: illness, short-term unemployment, welfare assistance in old age, poverty or catastrophe (Fitoussi and Rosanvallon, 2010). Compensatory inclusion is both an including exclusion, insofar as it identifies a disadvantaged group, unequal to others, regarding whom an intervention is geared towards (re)inclusion. Since compensatory inclusion (especially by the State) assumes that the exclusions targeted are temporary situations, when these situations become permanent they tend to lead to demands for the compensation to be permanent, as well. This was the problem faced by welfare States in the second half of the twentieth century. The monetary cost of these State outputs was known as the crisis of the welfare State in the 1980s (Luhmann, 2007b; Offe, 2007), in which unemployment played a central role. Structural unemployment, as it was known (Standing, 1983; Rodríguez, 1993), produced structural exclusion which required structural compensation. But given that the costs of compensation grow increasingly high for the State, the quality of compensation becomes unsatisfactory for individuals. As unemployment becomes long-term, a chain of exclusions arise in other spheres (place of residence, education, health care), which then become further compensatory demands upon the State. Compensatory inclusion thus becomes an excluding inclusion, inasmuch as it includes those affected, but does so in inequality, i.e. it legitimizes and institutionalizes inequalities. For example, as in the case of Chile, people on low and medium incomes have certain progressively restricted educational options compared with their higher-income compatriots (Torche, 2005). The State may offer compensatory policies such as subsidies or tax discounts for education (sii, 2013), but these are still not enough to balance out the selectivity ranges for interested parties and they stratify access to educational outputs of diverse quality. In other words, there is exclusion through progressive reduction of the range of individual (family) options, as well as a stratified inclusion in educational options of decreasing quality, or at least variable, quality. When this becomes routine and associated with semantics of discrimination, we are talking about inclusion in exclusion: there is inclusion, but it is stratified and stigmatized, that is, with structural and semantic exclusion at different levels.\(^3\)

For reasons such as this, Rosanvallon (2000) prefers to change the welfare approach from the idea of compensation on the basis of social rights to the idea of risk. Because everyone faces different risks, the political justification for compensation becomes less relevant: “[The notion of risk] replaces the classical idea of justice, understood as conformity to nature or to an ethical or political norm, with the idea of a purely contractual justice (the system of compensation)” (Rosanvallon, 2000, p. 15). That is, compensation replaces political responsibility for a contractual compact. What Rosanvallon overlooks is that the State’s compensation operations also depend on decisions made excluding potential beneficiaries/affected parties and, thus, without consideration for possible future harm to them: compensatory inclusion puts them in danger of exclusion. Lengthy waiting periods for care for potentially serious illnesses are an example (Oliver and Mossialos, 2004); another is support for trade unions that lobby for universal access to work but exclude women who need flexible working conditions in order to enter stable employment (Abramo, 2006).

In these terms, compensatory inclusion functions with paradoxes that can be controlled when the exclusions it addresses are limited in time; by contrast, when the exclusions become permanent, the paradoxes multiply and it can no longer be certain that the State interventions are producing
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\(^3\) We return to this in “inclusion in exclusion”.
generalized welfare. A series of non-governmental institutions, national and transnational, address (and, in some cases, profit from) this problem, aiming to limit the chain of exclusions that can arise as a result of the systematic stratification of access caused by compensatory inclusion (community and church organizations, private welfare foundations, international development organizations). But, like the State, they too are subject to the paradoxes of compensatory inclusion.

A greater problem arises, however, when compensations (public or private, national or international) fail or become routine. In these cases, instances of inclusion in exclusion and sub-inclusion become entrenched. This is discussed next.

**Inclusion in exclusion.** Inclusion in exclusion implies inclusion, but in a position of subordination compared with other social categories. Inclusion in exclusion supposes asymmetry between groups, generally justified in traditional or community terms. Group semantics and discourses play a preponderant role in this. Post-colonial theories refer to *subalterns* (Guha and Spivak, 1988): groups who suffer discrimination on the basis of ethnic origin, caste, class, gender, sexual orientation, language or religion. Without adopting that denomination or the political elements that go with it, it is nevertheless true that inclusion in exclusion is sustained by public discourses that: (i) form social categories on the basis of certain features that are understood to be shared by them, but do not necessarily form part of their self-description; (ii) public stabilization of that discourse leads the group to incorporate/adopt these externally formed categories, and (iii) the adoption of these categories situates the group in a position of subordination relative to the dominant discourse, which is reproduced by the same group to the extent that it assumes its hetero-categorization. Probably the clearest example of this is gender categories. For Butler (2007, p. 49), the very category of *woman* is insufficient to capture “what one is […] because gender is not always constituted coherently or consistently across different historical contexts and it is interwoven with race, class, ethnic, sexual and regional modalities or discursively constituted identities.” From this it derives that even when the semantics of *woman* are used with emancipatory intent (activism), subordination flows from within the demand: every claim for *woman* is an actualization of that subordination. The struggle for inclusion excludes (Mascareño, 2013). But the problem is not only expressed in terms of identification processes. It also has structural consequences in employment segregation by gender, in the concentration of women in the lower rungs of the occupational hierarchy, and in the wage gaps that result from these classifications (Mora, 2013; Uribe, 2008). Something similar occurs with migrants. Especially for lower-skilled migrant workers, the conditions of inclusion not only consist of precarious forms of employment (low-wage, sporadic, without a contract), but also involve ethnic discrimination, particularly, in Latin America, in the case of workers from Andean countries (Mora, 2009). Here, there is inclusion, although it has progressive and systematic restrictions on ranges of selectivity, which lead to different degrees of inclusion in exclusion.

A subtle, but equally illustrative, example of inclusion in exclusion is that of processes of cultural identification. In his critique of the essentialist concept of culture underlying positions of liberal multiculturalism, Sergio Costa (2012) argues that, by following this approach, the modern State legitimizes the protection of minorities by means of safeguards and limits within which identities can be reproduced without the risk of external intervention diluting them through assimilation. Liberal multiculturalism is thus based on paradoxical suppositions: that cultural identity does not change (because it has an immutable essential substrate), but it is assumed it needs to be protected from changing (protection against assimilation). On this dual basis, the guarantees enshrined in the Constitution of Brazil of 1988, which was created in a highly progressive political environment, included recognition of rural property for descendents of former slave communities (*quilombos*). Until 1988 there were no groups demanding such recognition, but the article in the Constitution encouraged political mobilizations that saw this as an opportunity to resolve land issues. These mobilizations also involved a series of “external” agents: anthropologists, members of religious orders, activists, agents of the State and the media.

---

4 The heavily criticized culture of poverty approach (Lewis, 1975) could also be considered inclusion in exclusion. In its original form, however, it was understood as an endogenous group production that was self-sustaining across generations. This limits its understanding as a relational problem to which certain features are attributed and then adopted as self-description by other groups, and which, moreover, conceals structural variables (especially relations of subordination) that determine the production of those identification processes (Harris, 2001).
In 2003, a presidential decree established that the procedure for declaring slave ascendancy would be based on self-identification. By late 2011, there were 3,524 communities descended from quilombos. One of them was the Mocambo community, which had always expressed a non-indigenous rural identity: “The legal advantages […] were persuasive, leading the Mocambo residents, after many discussions and political disputes, to publically accept themselves as a remnant quilombo community” (Costa, 2012, p. 150).

This example illustrates how the State set out originally to pursue inclusion (access to land), but for this it had to define a cultural identity that would be benefited by the inclusion. The symbolic relevance of that identity (associated with solving land issues) led to the exclusion of other possibilities, so that the group was subordinated to the form of identification constructed by the State.

Inclusion in exclusion reveals multiple paradoxes. It expands when we understand that it can combine with exclusion by danger (exclusion of discriminated groups from decision-making) or with compensated inclusion (limitations on inclusion on the basis of discriminatory discourse). Or when it heralds entry into sub-inclusion, as discussed below.

- **Sub-inclusion.** Sub-inclusion implies the lack of institutional conditions to fully fulfill fundamental rights, but the obligation to respond to a social order that exacts obedience (Neves, 2006). In other words, it is a denial of the rights that underlie any possibility of positive social inclusion (participation in institutional or organizational outputs), but a reaffirmation of obligations they include, and even the threat of physical force in response to deviation from the norm. There is much insistence on these obligations for such groups, because, unable to find an institutional way out of sub-inclusion, they may resort to violence, crime, illegality or subversion of the general order. However, often the main concern of the sub-included is sheer survival: refugees, migrants in war zones, victims of political persecution, the homeless, and the extremely poor. Certain groups suffer a convergence of discriminations that not only limit universal accessibility to institutional outputs, but also lead to the formation of areas in which the rule of law has no effective or symbolic application (slums, favelas) (Mascareño, 2012b and 2014), or groups that are systematically denied access to certain spaces or positions that are in principle universal (indigenous persons, gays, migrants).

In this sense, sub-inclusion is characterized by the denial of individual autonomy and the utmost restriction of degrees of selectivity. For all those in a state of sub-inclusion, any aspiration to fulfill life plans through compensatory institutions is suspended. Historically, in Latin American sociology this has been termed marginality, hard poverty and extreme poverty (Nun, 2001; Kessler and Di Virgilio, 2008); governments have attempted to resolve it through compensatory policies which, so long as the poverty persists, must be considered to have failed. Given this failure, people seek alternatives in the informal sector to achieve some level of (sub)inclusion, for example, in community networks, occasional jobs or the informal market. The alternative of engaging with illegal rings (of crime, drug trafficking, corruption) may seem attractive, inasmuch as it promises access to otherwise inaccessible objects and resources (Dewey, 2012). What this produces is a sort of inclusion achieved through generally illegitimate means, which are thus not subject to bureaucratic restrictions, nor do they have any sort of social or legal protection. Those involved gain access to certain outputs they need for survival or to fulfill a modus vivendi through informal means, but at the cost of entering a milieu unprotected by the law or the formal institutions, and needless to say, at the risk of legal prosecution for any punishable action.

Undoubtedly sub-inclusion is not the only condition that motivates participation in informal networks or illegal rings. Indeed, those in a state of sub-inclusion lack the resources or contacts to organize such rings; they have to be formed already for sub-included individuals to be co-opted or to include themselves. But even those with the broadest ranges of selectivity (self-inclusion/self-exclusion) can diverge into illegal networks or rings (for purposes of tax evasion, market collusion, environmental bribes). The sphere of the State responsible for compensated inclusion is also vulnerable to this problem (corruption, political patronage, favours trading, unregulated lobbying). The difference is that the sub-included: (i) have illegality as the only alternative; (ii) are blamed as “responsible” when such rings are uncovered, and (iii) enable the upper echelons of the ring to continue operating and to regroup in due course. In that sense sub-inclusion, moreover, aids the particularistic (informal, but above all illegal) privileges of others, helping to reproduce and conceal them.
VI
Conclusion

The difference between inclusion and exclusion is undeniably useful for sociological analysis and for public policies in complex societies. However, precisely that high degree of complexity prevents a simplistic analysis that attributes a state of inclusion to some and exclusion to others. The aim of this article has been to elaborate an analytical model of different situations in which inclusion and exclusion are intertwined, supported by illustrations and examples. A number of conclusions may be drawn from this exercise. Below are set forth conceptual conclusions, first, then conclusions with a bearing on policy design and implementation.

In conceptual terms, relations between inclusion and exclusion link individual expectations with organizational or institutional outputs with high, medium or low levels of selectivity. The broadest range of selectivity occurs when people may decide whether (and when) to participate in different social spheres. For example, high-income individuals can choose higher-cost private education or health care, or opt to save and use State alternatives. The level of selectivity decreases progressively for other situations of inclusion/exclusion. Without procedures for consultation with potential affected parties (exclusion by danger), organizational or institutional decisions affect people who have to deal with the consequences using their own resources, or wait for forms of compensatory inclusion (generally from public agencies), in which the range of selectivity available is institutionally predefined. Inclusion in exclusion discriminates culturally and leaves people subordinated to organizational or institutional contexts. Sub-inclusion, meanwhile, is associated with the narrowest range of individual selectivity. This both prevents the fulfilment of the fundamental rights of each individual and implies their submission to legally imposed obligations.

There may be permanent mobility between the different forms of inclusion and exclusion, especially on the boundaries between self-inclusion/self-exclusion and compensatory inclusion, or between inclusion in exclusion and sub-inclusion. Individuals move in a transitional space which can rarely be identified with permanent states. This may explain what Araujo and Martuccelli (2011, p. 168) term positional inconsistency in the social stratification: “The sense that anything can change at any time.” Even for the sub-included (those with the most limited selectivity), formal institutional channels can offer a way out towards compensatory inclusion, where, nevertheless, they face the consequences of discriminatory discourses of inclusion in exclusion. At the same time, the broad capacity to decide conferred by self-inclusion/self-exclusion can be reduced by situational contingencies (financial crises, illness, accidents), by individual decisions (to save by switching to the public education or health system), or by third-party decisions (expropriations, a crisis in the firm where an individual is employed), which can lead people towards areas of compensatory inclusion in order to satisfy particular expectations. Complexity permanently deconstructs stratification, but does not eliminate it. Accordingly, differences in selectivity and inclusion may be identified, but not fixed in position. In other words, the distinction inclusion/exclusion cannot be applied in a binary fashion under highly complex social conditions.

This must be a key consideration for designing and implementing public policies: it is not possible to continue talking about inclusion and exclusion as if they were two separate worlds, as if only the sub-included were excluded, or only those with the capacity for self-inclusion and self-exclusion were included. Neither can exclusion be identified with extreme poverty and inclusion with crossing the poverty line: the first is a case of sub-inclusion, while the second is at least compensated inclusion. The binary formula of inclusion/exclusion is too rigid for this type of problem. Both mobility in borderline areas and the multiple social dimensions in which participation and non-participation occur in parallel, make this formula too simplistic, trivializing the objects of policies, distorting their effects and preventing a proper analysis of the problems in hand.

Finally, any measure, whether public or private, must be taken with awareness of its potential exclusionary outcomes. This is especially important when designing and implementing programmes based on technical models that do not consider those who will be affected in the future, and when programmes themselves reinforce the stratification of inclusion in exclusion. There can be no decision without consequences, especially when it comes to public organizations and institutions: it is not possible to precisely calculate the number of possible affected.

While it is true that synergy and complementarity between social programmes and broader public policies
are essential to bar possibilities of exclusion, it is also true that, whatever the policy framework, there will always be exclusion issues that will have to be treated with flexibility. For this it is necessary, first, to have sufficiently fine-tuned concepts to apply to case analysis and to assessment of the outcomes of each decision, whether public or private. A broad distinction between inclusion and exclusion is confusing and oversimplifies problems that are by nature complex. The model presented here, on the basis of five interrelated situations of inclusion/exclusion, attempts to expand the sociological and policy capacity to observe and process this complexity.
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